Improved CRISPR-Cas12a-assisted one-pot DNA editing method enables seamless DNA editing.
As the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-Cas12a (previously known as Cpf1) system cleaves double-stranded DNA and produces a sticky end, it could serve as a useful tool for DNA assembly/editing. To broaden its application, a variety of engineered FnCas12a proteins are generated with expanded protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) requirements. Two variants (FnCas12a-EP15 and EP16) increased the targeting range of FnCas12a by approximately fourfold. They can efficiently recognize a broad range of PAM sequences including YN (Y = C or T), TAC and CAA. Meanwhile, based on our demonstration that FnCas12a is active from 16 to 60°C, we developed an "improved CRISPR-Cas12a-assisted one-pot DNA editing" (iCOPE) method to facilitate DNA editing by combining the crRNA transcription, digestion, and ligation in one pot. By applying iCOPE, the editing efficiency reached 72-100% for two DNA fragment assemblies, and for the 21 kb large DNA construct modification, the editing efficiency can reach 100%. Thanks to the advantages of Cas12a, iCOPE with only one digestion enzyme could replace current a variety of restriction enzymes to perform the cloning in one pot with almost no sequence constraints. Taken together, this study offers an expanded DNA targeting scope of CRISPR systems and could serve as an efficient seamless one-pot DNA editing tool.